
The Primary Curriculum. Anqlophone Section

The primary curriculum is based on the national curricula of Great;Britain and of the
United States and makes use of British and American teaching methods and
mater:ials; this allows for a variety of approaches, styles and a wider exposure to
language,and vocabulary in general. lt has been adapted to fit ,.into.a,six-hour a.week
school programme and to be appropriate to an lnternational Schoolenvironment
where students have a wide range of educational backgrounds and experiences. ln
addition allowances have been made.to accommodate second ,language,English
students alongside native and near-native speakers.

Children's progress is monitored informally by each individualteaeher and recorded
in their markbooks. Teachers write on children's work encouraging comments and
positive criticism and show where some spellings, punctuation, grammar, etc could
be improved: not every mistake is corrected to avoid discouraging.children's natural
desire to write. ln addition standardised reading tests and writing evaluations are
used which show how students compare within a year group and to standardised
norms and the progress they have made from year to year.

pages the main curricular concerns are outlined. Students progress
s and skills in a controlled and structured way and are expectedito
revious year's skills before moving on, There is inevitably a degree of

overlap-between year groups and a rarige of ability and language needs within each
teaching group. Some students will,assimilate skills to a greater depth than others or
be ready to move on sooner. All skills will need to be introduced, practiced and
consolidated, often over a period of years, before students can really be said to have
mastered them. ln any one lesson there is often a range of language and learning
skills at play and many activities develop or consolidate a variety of skills.

Students are expected to develop their English skills at home and are given regular
homeworks to consolidate work done in class. ln order to compensate for the
relatively short contact time in school, it is absolutely essentialthat children have
regular exposure to English out of school and complete homework assignments
thoroughly and to their best ability.

Anglophone teachers work in close partnership with French colleagues to facilitate
student integration within the host French school and to avoid u nnecessary overlap in
activities and skills. Students learn, for example, letter formation and handwriting
skills in French class, which they then continue to use in English work.

Although Anglophone students, because they are attending English classes, will not
cover everything their French peers will do in school, they will nonetheless develop
corresponding skills and techniques. For example, in English class we do not teach
history as a separate subject or try to cover historical content from the French
programme; however from the topics we cover in class, from project work, historical
readers and class texts Anglophone Section students from CP to CM2 will develop
their awareness of historical events and concepts.

ln conclusion it is worth noting that one aspect of our teaching goes beyond the
simple acquisition of language skills. ln all classroorns there is an environment of



sharing and cultural exchange and this is even more true in our Anglophone
classroorns where students are encouraged to talk about their different backgrounds
and to learn from the experiences of others.

In addition great emphasis is placed on lessons on creative and imaginative work and
at all levels students are encouraged to express their own ideas and responses in a
varietyof,:ways, with.oonfidence;,and,enthusiasm. ln this way'primary'classrooms are
stimulating, ehild-centred plaoes of leaming.where concern for the tolêrahce of each
other is encouraged. This is all part of what might be called the 'Anglophone
Experience',

C;P. - C.E:1 Outline

Children on entry to C.,P. are assessed to determine their knowledge of the alphabet,
phonic awareness ând initiâl read ing skills. .Baséd on lth'is' assessment, a teaching
programrne is developed to revise lettei/sound:rdlâtion§hips'ànd basic phonic skills,
whilst continuing to extend and consoliclate èxisting reàding skills.

Alongside réading,rinitial writln§ skiils i^/ill be consolidated and déveloped, giving
students opportunities to practise both ba
of their oü
class*tiiey
numêTous
spellingô each week which they wili record in their own individ ual A-Z wordbook and
will have a homework sheet to complete to consolidate class vocabulary and
language activities. Emphasis is placed initially on written expression and developing
writing-'confidence as opposed to producing perfectly correct work.

As a means'of develpping both reading ahd writing skills and in order to extend other
essential learning skitts, concepls and voôabulary, students will study, during the

a variety o the planets, Halloween,
minalingjn riate vèriuë.(Musée
relle in Pàri um, Prbvins, La Cité des

Sciences, etc).

By the end of C.E.1, students will have mastered essential reading and writing skills
and will be ready to exploit these more fully and more independently in C.8.2.
ln addition CE1 children will usually have 1 lèsson a weék for ICT (lnformation and

Computer Technology), ln that lesson the,y will become familiar with the different
parts of a computer and how to use them. They will learn basic word processing skills
and develop their awareness of the potential of ICT as a tool for learning;and'-



communicating. A variety of educational software, covering a range of topics and
skills (science, history. geography, language and culture) will be used throughout the
year.

Cî:-Z-CMZ Outline

By the time they arrive in CE2, students will have mastered the basic skllls of reading
and writing. They are now ready to concentrate on developing their creativity and
independence.

During the course of the CE2 year, students will leave behind them the structured
reading scheme and make greater use of the school libraries to extend their
individual reading skills. Over the next,two years they will work individuàlly ahd in
class on their understanding of character, plot, setting and novel construction. Class
readers by established children's authors such as Roald Dahl, C.S.,Lewis, Caroline
Lawrence and Mtchael Morpurgo will be studied in school. All children will be
expected to take home readers from the class/school libraries to read for'pleasure.
They should be encouraged to read out of school every day.

ln addition to stories and poems, a wide variety of texts both fiction and non-fiction
will be used to develop students' reading comprehension. They will develop their
ability to find information quickly and efficiently from a variety of sources such as
dictionaries, encyclopaedias, information books, CD-Roms and internet. lnformation
found frorn individual and group research will be presented in a variety of ways such
as posters, mini books, in folders, in note form and orally.

At the sarne time, students will continue to develop their story writing skills, paying
rnd style, and will produce written work
, poetry etc. They will be given regular
ed to produce written work of an
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Students will keep their own A-Z wordbooks based on spelling lists studies in class
and on individual corrections from their work. They should learn these spellings
regularly and revise them from time to time. Students will extend their range of
spelling strategies (word roots, rules, use of dictionaries, spell check...) and their
overall awareness of word and language structure and patterns and will develop therr
ability to edit, correct and improve their writing.

Students will be given standardised reading tests and writing evaluations to monitor
their progress from year to year and to define areas of weakness for improvement.

Throughout these three years students will be given opporlunities to use computers
to develop their reading, writing, research and thinking skills. Theywill use e-mail to
correspond with other schools and have supervised access to internet. They will
learn to edit a Word document, to produce a magazine or web pages and will have
the possibility to publish their work on a school web site or blog.



When students leave us at the end of CMz, we wish them to be confident and keen
readers and writers. They should read regularly for pleasure and have the skills to
research, organise and present information. They should be capable and fluent
writers and able to make good use of computers in all aspects of their work.

Learning Skills

Throughout primary children learn to becorne responsible for their own work. They
are encouraged to organise work into class and homework books, or folders, to
complete assignments on time and to a good standard, and to take a pride in their
work,'-81<jq_g€arçigver the.presentation- Studentsare expected:to:work
independently or in small'groups-making their own decisions on how to complete
assignments., which materials and resourceslo use, and'to choose an appropriate
form oï,presentatign, taking into consideratigp the advantages and disadvantages of
differ,ent,ap,proaches and forms. They"shonld;both'devglopa:sense,of self-criticism
and learn to aecept criticism from others, being,prepared-to ohange their ideas and to
adapt where necessary.

At all levels students are encouraged to respond creatively and imaginatively and to
exp ress' -t-hei r own,ideas .a nd responses in a .variety of ways,, with' confid en ce and
enthusiqsm. They are expected to evaluate their own w.ork, their.success in carrying
out assignments and to,,analyse the problems they have,encountered. Students learn
to use.a variety.of r€sourGês;€nd media.to,.çgeqrch and,:presenttheir wgrk, including
encycloBaedigs, dic-tionaries,,thesauri,''inforyp4t!on b-ogks, ,GD-ROMs;,internet, etc.
and shou ld evaluate the appropriateness of resources fsrthe particular task.

ln or.der to,aclrieve these aims, a variety of skills and activities are introduced and
re i nforced ithro u§lr o,nt p ri mâ ry, The§e i n cl u d e^ :

Listening skills (to stories, presentations, instructions, audio and video tapes, etc.)

Talking skills (discussions, answering questions, presentations, etc.)

Research skills (using encyclopaedias, information books, CD-ROMs, internet, etc.)

Pair/Group work

Problem'solving activities

lndividual pqoject or research work

At various stages in primary, lessons or units of work have a more cultural,
geographical,.'historical or scientific nature to develop a wider range of language and
learning skills and approaches. Forexample, C.P./C.'E.1 projects, such as'My
School', 'My Day', 'Where I Live', 'My Family', etc. exploit basic concepts of time and
space which are later developed and refined in C.E.2 and C.M.1 when children work
on more specific geography and history assignments such as Rainforésts, The 20th
Century, Anna Frank, etc.



C.P. Activities

Term One

Phonics
- rhyming patterns
- initial and finalphonemes in CVC words
- letter names and sounds

Reading
- recognise fiequent words in readers from reading scheme
- read on sight other familiar words, e.g. children's names, labels and signs
- use context to guess words, predict text or outcome

Writing
- use labels for drawings and diagrams
- write captions and simple sentences
- copywrite
- identify sentences and use full stops
- record ansu,ers and complete worksheets

Oral
- role play
- recite and retell poems and stories
- discuss stories and events and relate them to their own experiences

- foliow instructions

Terms Two and Three

Phonics
- identify sepamte phonemes in words
- recognise initial and final letter blends
- start to develop own spelling vocabulary
- word and language play
- identify vowels

Reading '

- recognise capital letters,full stops and questions marks

- identify sentences

- work out, predict and check the meanings of unfarniliar words to make sense of texts

- choose anô read books from reading scheme/library with concentration and attention, discuss

preferences and give reasons

- retell stories, giving the main points in sequence

- re-order and sequence sentences

- become familiar with non-fiction books



Writing
- make simple picture storybooks with sentences
- write questions
- make group and class books

Oral
- extend listening and discussion skills

C.E.l ACTIVITIES

Spelling
- consolidate identification, spelling and readiqg of phonemes in phonetically regular words
- extend reading and spelling of vowelphonemes
- extend own spelling vocabulary incorporating new words from reading and shared experiences
- learn spelling of words with 's' for plurals and other word endings ('-ed', '-ing', etc)
- secure understanding and use of the terms 'vowel' and 'consonant'

Reading
- use non-fiction resources to find information
- extend individual reading vocabulary from reading scheme and other readers

- develop awareness of punctuation, verb tenses and agreement
- use recipes, written instructions, plans and diagrams
- choose and read books for pleasure from library

Writing
- assemble information on different subjects using a variety of non-frction resources

- use a variety of structures to write stories, poems and about own experiences
' - record answers and complete worksheets

Oral
- leam to participate positively in group and class discussions
- share jokes, stories, own experiences, etc. with rest of class



C.E.2 ACTI\'ITIES

Spelling
- extend knowledge of spelling patterns and of plurals
- identify misspelt words in own writing
- keep individual spelling lists
- learn a variety of spelling strategies
- extend awtreness of homophones, synon)rms, antonyms, prefixes and suffixes

Reading
- use contents page, headings, titles and index to furd information
- make regular use of dictionary, thesaurus and encyclopedia
- read independently for pleasure and interest
- extend use of reading stategies
- develop awareness of the different parts of sentences and their impotance, in particular verbs,
nouns, adjectives and adverbs
- cornpare a range of voices and settings in stories

Writing
- write evaluations of books frorn own reading
- make simple notes from non-fiction texts
- write non-fiction texts (information books, posters, rules, recipes, etc) using headings,etc

- use punctuation correctly in sentences, in particular capital letters, full stops, corrmas, speech

marks and question marks
- use models from reading to produce own writing in a variety of forms and styles

- make lists of suitable words and phrases for story openings and endings, for poetry and

descriptions

Oral
- read aloud own work and other texts, taking note of punctuation and meaning
- make presentations to whole class

n'



C.M.1

Activities

Spelling
- consolidate spelling strategies and knowledge of spelling rules
- extend knowledge of irregular spellings, in particular irregular verb tense changes
- spell words with common letter strings but different pronunciatiots (tough, through, trough,
plough; our, hour, journey, could, route, four)

Reading
- read independently and for pleasure
- discuss characters' feelings, behaviour and relationships
- investigate how settings and characters are built up from small details, and how the reader
responds to them
- explore chronology (noticing where there are jumps in time, or where some events are skimmed
over quickly and others told in detail) and narrative order (introduction, build-ups, climaxes or
confl icts, resolutions)
- compare and contrast works by the same author, discuss author preferences and reasons for
these

- develop scanning as a technique for finding information quickly
- identifythe main features of newspapers and avariety of othernon-frctiontexts

Writing
- write a story plan showing main points and developments
- edit own texts, removing unnecessary words and paying attention to atrnosphere, style,
grammatical sense and accuracy
- produce writing from different points of views and presenting points of views (first-person

narrative, letters, nerwspapers, arguments , etc.) and for different purposes (explanations, to

inform or to convince, etc,)
- write complex sentences, making correct use of punctuation including speech marks and

aposhophes, and organised in paragraphs

- replace 'flat'words (got, nice, said, went, etc.) with more powerful ones

- write poems based on personal or imagined experience, linked to poems read, and choosing

words carefully, making good use of vocabulary and images

- summarise a sentence or paragraph by identifying the most important elements and rewording

them
in a limited, number of words

Oral
- read and recite stories, poems, plays, etc. with interest and meaning

- share opinions and experiences with the rest of the class

- Iisten and react to opinions and views of others in a positive and constructive way

- present work and research to whole class



C.M.2 Activities

Spelling
- consolidate and extend spelling strategies already introduced (individual spelling lists, spelling
rules and exceptions, use of dictionary and spell-check, spelling paterns- word Àots, wôrd
building, word origins, prefixes and suffîxes. common letter strings. critica] features- shape.
length, appearance-, etc.)
- collect and classify a range of idiomatic phrases, cliches and expressions, metaphors and figures
of speech

Reading
- read independently from a wide range of written sources both frction and non-fiction for
interest, informationandpleasure
- extend knowledge of and familiarity with significant children's authors and poets and their
works and distinguish between the different ÿpes of writing presented
- identify and classify the features of myttrs, legends and fables
- locate information confidently and efficiently;
- evaluate texts for persuasiveness, clarity, and quality of information and compare sources
- distinguish between biography and autobiography and between fact, opinion and fiction

Writing
- produce a variety of writing for personal pleasure and for the pleasure of others
- consolidate the basic conventions of standard English (agreement between nouns and verbs, use
of pronouns and possessive pronouns, consistency oftense and subject, appropriateness of
vocabulary, punctuation. etc.)
- proof-read and edit own writing for clarity and correctness
- adapt writing for different readers and purposes, by changing vocabulary, tone and sentence
structure, and evaluate effectiveness of writing
- use notes to plan and organise work into paragraphs, chapters, etc.
- convey feelings, reflections or moods in writing
- summarise a text in a specifred number of words or sentences

Oral
- use notes to present research information to class
- contribute constructively to discussions, responding to and building on the views of others,

articulating own views and feelings
- present rehearsed drama to an audience


